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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Three intriguing women, Three Imperfect
men, Three fascinating stories! House of Love Real estate agent Nikki Desai has a rule of not dating
her clients. When she hosts an open house on a cold Dallas afternoon, she didn t know what was in
store for her. Much like Dallas unexpected weather, Karan Malhotra, a business consultant, walks
into her life and challenges every belief she holds close to her heart. Karan manages to cajole Nikki,
but is she making a mistake in breaking her rule by dating Karan? Arranged Marriage Arranged
marriage - where love happens after marriage or does it? Ishan, a NRI from Dallas, Texas visits his
home country, India and gets entangled in his parents plan to get him married. Sonali is a simple
girl from a small town called Meerut and has no desire to leave India. However, she reluctantly
agrees to marry Ishan. But when she settles with him in a foreign country, she is completely lost
and homesick. Will Sonali find love in a conventionally arranged marriage? Love Tango Maya Sarin
is...
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Reviews
Comprehensive guide for pdf fanatics. Sure, it really is play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I discovered this publication from my dad
and i suggested this ebook to learn.
-- Ms. Isobel Rosenbaum I
It is easy in study better to understand. Of course, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am quickly could possibly get a
satisfaction of reading through a published ebook.
-- Ms. Lucinda Koelpin
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